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REVIEW OF LITERATURE

3.1 REVIEW OF LITERATURE

The idea of village self sufficiency has recently received great deal of attention from social scientists and policy makers. The reason for this may be political, academic or even human considerations. In fact, the problem of improving a lot of seventy five percent of our population that lives in rural areas has assumed greater significance because of its explosive nature which is threatening our existence. Vast number of people in rural areas live below the poverty line. They include landless labourers, small farmers, artisans and other weaker sections of society. They have been subjected to economic deprivation, exploitation, discrimination and oppression of the worst kind and all types. Their object poverty and sub human living conditions were standing monuments and living expressions that demanded a new policy framework which gave priority to the amelioration of the lot of our village population\(^\text{16}\). Improving the quality of life of these people became the subject of national and international debates. The Government was

committed to the philosophy of social justice and socioeconomic development of the rural areas. The government of India stated its planned growth soon after independence\textsuperscript{17}. These plans had very clear and specific objectives to achieve, namely, eradication of poverty and reducing disparities both between the urban and rural sector itself. Thus the villages were to be provided with modern amenities and their standard of living was to be raised, so as to reduce the disparities between rural and urban sector. At the same time a programme of actions was to be launched and coupled with massive propaganda and economic incentives to reduce the disparities between the ‘haves’ and have not’s in the rural sector itself and elimination of privileges of chosen few.

Rural development as a concept is not a new one. It had received the attention of people like Gandhi, Tagore and many others much before independence. Tagore’s Shantiniketan was perhaps the first systematic attempt in this direction. The problem of rural reconstruction however, was concretised by Gandhiji. He experienced the toil, drudgery and subhuman living conditions in villages of India. Having lived it Gandhiji knew for certain that unless and until the village economy of India was boosted, ‘Swaraj’ would be meaningless\textsuperscript{18}. The soil of India, he said with

agony and anguish lives in village and India salvation lay in rural reconstruction\textsuperscript{19}. It is not surprising, thus, to note that the new government decided to give highest priority to agriculture and rural development programmes. The driving force behind such a philosophy were a firm belief in the humanistic ideology of Gandhiji and very rational approach of increasing agricultural productivity.

The idea of rural development is the result of our experiences gained through various programmes designed for development. Even as a concept our thinking of rural reconstruction has undergone a lot of changes. Rural development earlier was taken to be synonymous with agricultural development\textsuperscript{20}. The significance of agricultural development can not be underscored. It is not only basic for the development of rural areas but also of the industrial sector as it supplies the major and necessary material for many industries. The rural sector is expected to provide the necessary savings for investment in industrial economy. It was soon realized that development was much broader in its scope\textsuperscript{21}. It meant developing the necessary infrastructure, cottage and small industries as well secondary and tertiary sectors such as marketing which
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are vital for the process of economic development.\textsuperscript{22}

Rural development strategies by force of circumstances have been dynamic in nature, community development and national extension blocks were started in the early fifties as a part of rural reconstruction programme. The panacea for rural problem was seen, at that time, through the development of agriculture and allied sector. The community development programmes did have its impact on the socio-economic and cultural matrix of our village population. They bought about definite an specific changes in the socio-cultural mores of the rural people and created a will in the village masses to improve their lot. Community development may have not achieved much, but its role can not be minimized. If nothing else, they generated hope in the rural masses\textsuperscript{23}. However, CDP's could not achieve anything remarkable in the agricultural economy of our country.

Although rural development as a philosophy has attracted the attention of the government of India, the intellectuals and the developed economics very recently, the village and rural communities in India have been the focus of attention of the social anthropologist, the economist and the government much earlier but for different reasons. The scholars were
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of development to the client himself\textsuperscript{36}. The necessity of providing a basic minimum standard to every one was recognized at the international level as well with the launching of the ‘Project on Predicament of Mankind’ by the club of Rome in 1971. Mahatma Gandhi’s philosophy of ‘Antyodaya’ in which he emphasized that the last man should be the first to benefit is very close to the target group approach of development.

c. Area development Approach

The first step in such an approach is the systematic identification of under-development regions. The economic trends and rates of growth in different regions are also studied, with the assumption that growth centres have an even effect and benefits of developmental filters down to lower levels over a period of time. The strategy of development in such an approach is to tackle completely the problems confined to one to two segments of the universe, instead of diffusing development over a wide spectrum\textsuperscript{31} (Anonymous, 1975). Thus in this strategy integrated area development plans are drawn for specific areas and groups of people such as tribal area, border area, hilly areas, drought prone areas, etc. on the basis of assessment of the resources, the infrastructural facilities available.


in the institutional support existing and likely to be made available\textsuperscript{32}. Such a program depends heavily not only credit and service organization in several fields such as irrigation, agriculture extension, etc. but is also concerned with building of the basic infrastructural facilities like roads, transport, banking, marketing and processing. It is advancement over the concept of 'extension' and 'welfare' as it shifts the emphasis to 'investment' and 'development'.

d. **Multilevel district planning approach**

Such an approach advocates that district should the 'kingpin' around which all planning activities should revolve, especially for those problems which have a peculiar local bias. It emphasizes micro level planning and implementation of decisions in a systematic manner by integrating its own plans with all the plans that are generated elsewhere. It is contended that for effective implementation of the rural development programmes, each district should not only have independent decision making authority but control over the whole range of rural development programmes, that come, of course, within the delegated and decentralized authority of the district and are with in the rational and state planning framework\textsuperscript{33}.
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e. Spatial Planning Approach

This is concerned with the inter-relationship between space and particular location so that areas beyond the periphery are not neglected. Leading economists have been pleading for such an approach and have advocated the concept of 'Growth centres' and the provision of necessary infra-structures, in these centres, e.g. N.C.A.E.R. suggested the establishment of market towns as centres of rural marketing and industrial growth. To put the concept into practice a pilot researcher project in growth centres was launched with a view to identify the potential growth centres. However, this scheme goes with the basic objective of accelerating the pace of integrated area development beyond the pilot stage.

f. Integrated Rural Development

This is a very recent approach and has special connotation for the developing countries and the so-called 'Third World'. It is a strategy which focuses attention on the rural poor and attempts to improve the quality of life of the weaker sections of the society in the overall spectrum of development and growth. The strategy is just not an attempt of increasing agricultural productivity but ensuring that the poor and the

---
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weaker sections share the benefits of economics progress\textsuperscript{37}. It emphasises the necessity of providing more opportunities of growth and development to those who have been living below the poverty line for ages. It emphasise more egalitarian society, community orientation, self reliance, pooling of local resources, mass participation and service to people with minimum state intervention.

Integrated rural development has been receiving attention at the international level as well. Specific objectives of such a programme have been spelled out as:

i. Drawing the entire rural labour forces into main-stream of economic activity.

ii. Realizing the creative energies of the rural people.

iii. Bringing the town into countryside and thereby checking the process of migration to urban areas from the village.

iv. Improving the living conditions of the rural population and their quality of life, particularly through integration of development with environment.

v. All round development of the human resources, their social and economic productivity and work satisfaction.

Integrated rural development centres around the ‘whole Man’ concept, of developing the personality to the fullest extent and satisfying his basic and secondary needs like food, shelter, clothing, health, education and a clean and aesthetic environment for the majority of the population if not all. Philosophy of humanitarian and egalitarianism is quite large in such an approach.

It may sound jarring but Mahatma Gandhi started his experiments of rural reconstruction which were very close to the integrated rural development approach as early as in 1920 at Sevgram and at Wardha in 1938. It would be necessary therefore to glance over some of the essential features of the his plan.

In human terms Gandhi’s concept of rural development centered on the flowering and maturation of human and individual personality to its fullest extent like Food, clothes, shelter, education, simple and aesthetic environment for all. He envisaged a society based on self-supporting and self-governing villages, where life are available to every one irrespective of class, caste, colour or creed and where all enjoy social, political and economic freedom. This according to Gandhi was real ‘Swaraj’.
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